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'Engineered by Damon'  & 'HPL Prototypes'  
announce UK/US Partnership

‘HPL Prototypes’ and ‘Engineered by Damon’ are pleased to announce the formation 
of a UK / US partnership to design & build concept, prototype & recreated vehicles for 
their global customer base of OEMs, discerning car enthusiasts and collectors. The 
partnership is also exploring bespoke limited-run vehicles in collaboration with third 
parties.

A new facility in Los Angeles will complement HPL’s existing Coventry based operation.

‘HPL Prototypes’ design and build concept & prototypes vehicles, as well as low volume manufacturing 
using their state of the art studios, workshops, 5-axis milling, and paint facilities; customers include Aston 
Martin, Bentley & McLaren. Additionally offering turnkey design and development capability through their 
engineering services department.

Damon Jones’ eponymous brand, ‘Engineered by Damon’, leverages his prestigious low volume manufac-
turing career with Aston Martin & McLaren, which culminated in him moving to Los Angeles in 2015, to 
assume the position of Vice President of Operations for Singer Vehicle Design. Here his accumulated 
knowledge saw him successfully deliver exceptionally high quality, aspirational vehicle recreations.

This compelling partnership allows ‘HPL Prototypes’ to add significant scale to Damon’s reputation for 
low volume manufacturing excellence. In turn, HPL gains access to the strategically important US market. 

This partnership has been made possible through the industry knowledge provided by Richard Surridge 
and his automotive supply chain, investment & recruitment business, ‘Future Mobility.’
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Chris Devane, CEO of ‘HPL Prototypes’

“I am very enthused by the quality & breadth of work I know this partnership is capable of 
delivering for the world’s low volume & custom automotive market. HPL is the perfect 
platform for Damon to scale his nascent business and utilize his considerable low volume 
manufacturing talents across the widest possible audience. In turn, we are grateful for the 
opportunity to bring our luxury & performance British concept, prototype & production 
expertise to the US. From every angle, this partnership makes excellent business sense, 
and I look forward to exciting customers the world over with our combined & compelling 
capabilities.”

Damon Jones, CEO of ‘Engineered by Damon’

“I am delighted to be working with HPL and Chris’s team; their low volume reputa-
tion & expertise means they are a natural choice to give my LA-based business a 
global audience. Working together allows us to deliver our business plans and 
dreams much easier and earlier.”

Richard Surridge, Director of ‘Future Mobility’

“It’s been a pleasure to bring HPL and Engineered by Damon together, and I look 
forward to continuing to work closely with Chris and Damon to help deliver their 
collective plans. Partnerships and collaborations, executed in the appropriate 
manner, are increasingly vital to the success of any given automotive business; with 
that in mind, I’m confident these two businesses will deliver aspirational products 
for the low volume automotive market.”

https://hplp.co.uk

https://www.engineeredbydamon.com

https://www.future-mobility.co.uk


